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LPAC EOY 2022
Q&A

KARINA CHAPA APR 19, 2022 08:56AM

Introduction

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 10:40AM

Record requests
All request must be done via TREX, correct? 
Not via plain email? 

Correct ― KARINA CHAPA

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 10:23AM

Can you show me where to find the updated HLS? I don't
know where it is on the website.

txel.org/lpac ― KARINA CHAPA

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 10:14AM

Do TEA training videos for LPAC give a
certi�cate? How can we con�rm they
completed it? Suggestions if no certi�cate
is given?

Yes, per module ― KARINA CHAPA

Identi�cation

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 10:57AM

Parent in Attendance At BOY LPAC
meetings.
We began our Pre-registration for PK and K early April and we
have been LPACing those students on a weekly basis. 
Unfortunately, some of those meetings may have taken place
without their LPAC parent. We will share this new information
with campuses today, but how do we address the meetings
that already occurred sans parent?

You might have to re-review all those folders with the parent
present. ― KARINA CHAPA

Where will parent sign? On the Initial LPAC? Because then it
would have a different date than the 1st mtg ― ANONYMOUS

You will need a new date, since the �rst meeting is invalid
― KARINA CHAPA

TEA did not give us this guidance in a timely manner. It should
have been provided when Pre-registration training occurred.

:-/ ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 10:50AM

In our group we were discussing how many
of us have struggled with IDEA schools in
getting student records. How does this
affect the 4 calendar week mark? Do we
just document of our attempts?

You do document your attempts and communicate with your
bilingual director so they can communicate directly with their

bilingual director. ― KARINA CHAPA

BRENDADELAGARZA1 APR 19, 2022 10:42AM

Identify in summer
Can we identify transfer students from Private school during
Summer?

If a student is coming from a private school in Texas, do we
start the HLS and identi�cation process? ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 10:40AM

Parent Letter Code Date in PEIMS
If we get the parent letter signed for a PK/K student who
came to pre-register for next year, which date is used for the
PPC PEIMS coding? The date it's signed (eg., today), the first
day of Summer School for incoming K students, or the first
day of next year?
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First day of school ― KARINA CHAPA

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 10:36AM

DRC training
Will online training from DRC still be available to prepare
preLAS and LAS Links test administrators to administer these
assessments next year?

We will verify that information with DRC ― KARINA CHAPA

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 10:32AM

LPAC Admin cannot be ARD Admin? Is that a suggestion?

It is a requirement that can be found on the FAQ, page 4:
https://tea.texas.gov/sites/default/�les/faq-lpac-and-

emergent-bilingual-students.pdf ― KARINA CHAPA

Placement

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 10:56AM

Denials
Can parents change their denial years later?

Yes, at any time. It is also best practice for every year to re-offer
services to denials ― KARINA CHAPA

Services

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 11:36AM

By when should MOY LPAC be completed?  Should it be
completed before TELPAS window (at least for that portion of
the State Assessments LPAC)?  And revised (with another LPAC
meeting) if needed? 

That is correct. ― KARINA CHAPA

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 11:11AM

Would districts be allowed to request a
waiver for this to occur, EB's and Gen Ed in
same class?

There are no waivers for this particular requirement
― KARINA CHAPA

Reclassi�cation

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 11:57AM

By when does the EOY LPAC need to be completed?

End of the year if all assessment information is complete, or
during the summer if anything is pending. ― KARINA CHAPA

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 11:50AM

In very rare circumstances, a student might be exempt from
TELPAS and STAAR due to their special education needs, do
they qualify for reclassification using only the Subjective
Teacher Evaluation?

The ARD and the LPAC should consider STAAR ALT and TELPAS
ALT for students with signi�cant cognitive disabilities. If they

don't qualify and the ARD/LPAC truly exempted the child from
all assessments, it is important to have documented evidence of

this decision and just use whatever reclassi�cation criteria is
left to reclassify the child. Being absent is not an exemption

though. ― KARINA CHAPA

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 11:41AM

Where can we �nd the acknowledgement
form for students transitioning from
bilingual program to ESL?

There is not such a form. A statement must be added to the
Parent Noti�cation of Student Progress stating that "The

student did not meet reclassi�cation criteria and will now
participate in an ESL Program in MS since a Bilingual program

is not available". You may �nd the current forms here:
https://www.txel.org/lpac/reviewandreclassi�cation/

― KARINA CHAPA

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 11:36AM

When parent signs reclassi�cation letter.
What is the reclassi�cation date for
PEIMS?

If it is done before the �rst day of school, then the �rst day of
school is the of�cial Exit Date. If it is done after the �rst day of

school, then the date on the letter must be used. For more
information, please refer to this document:

https://tea.texas.gov/sites/default/�les/lpac-eoy-guidance-
checklist.pdf ― KARINA CHAPA

Monitoring

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 12:22PM
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※※※※※※

How can we get recording?

Please email me kchapa@esc1.net ― KARINA CHAPA

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 11:44AM

All STAAR exams, or only reading for exit
criteria?

Only Reading STAAR Designated Supports given by the LPAC
would prevent a student from being reclassi�ed. However, if the

student receives Designated Supports by the LPAC in other
areas, it should be taken into account... but it does not

necessarily prevent the child from being reclassi�ed.
― KARINA CHAPA

ANONYMOUS APR 19, 2022 11:41AM

Students changing from elementary
Bilingual to ESL
If sent in the parent continuation of progress letter at the end
of the year, do we need a signature of ackowledgement from
the parent?

Signature acknowledgement requirement is not a stated in the
EOY LPAC checklist from TEA ― ANONYMOUS

Please refer to QIII.A-4:
https://tea.texas.gov/sites/default/�les/faq-lpac-and-

emergent-bilingual-students.pdf ― KARINA CHAPA
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